Some very good reasons why Bay of Quinte Golf & Country Club is a
player’s course, truly enjoyable for all skill levels.
_______________________
Level terrain
Most golfers definitely like playing a mix of terrain. But when it gets to be too hilly of a
walk or they start to run into a multitude of side hill lies, the average golfer tends to lose
interest because their game tends to lose its steam. This is one of the reasons Bay of
Quinte Golf & Country Club is such a good course to play. The course does have its fair
share of ups and downs, but none of these ups and downs become too intense because
they’re well-spaced, and because on the whole, the course is a pretty level one.
Fair greens (in excellent condition)
Bay of Quinte Golf & Country Club’s greens will make just about any golfer happy. Like
the terrain, the greens are also fairly level for the most part, so you won’t find too many
opportunities for unfair or precarious pin placements, or putts where you’re attempting
to make sense of multiple sweeping breakers.
As a bonus…Bay of Quinte Golf & Country Club made a shift recently not to host big
tournaments like many of the other clubs in the region. This is reflected in the excellent
condition of the putting surfaces; the decrease in traffic and divots needing to be
replaced has led to top notch greens with a great pace.
A number of reachable straightaway holes (the 300 yarders)
A quick look at the score card and you can see that there are a good half a dozen holes
playing under 350 yards from the mid tees. With the average golfer driving the ball
somewhere between 180-220 yards, these holes should be attainable in two for most
players. Add to that the fact that many of them are straight away, without significant
doglegs or hazards and most bogey golfers will have the opportunity to turn a few of
them into scoring holes.
Pair all of the above with the fact that yardage maxes out just over 6,500 yards from
the back tees and you’re looking at multiple reasons why Bay of Quinte Golf & Country
Club is a very playable course for any type of player.

